
Dunkin’ and Baskin-Robbins Celebrates it is Newest Combo
Restaurant inside Atlanta with Free Doughnut and Coffee
Offers
 
  to Rand for sending: 
 
“Just saw this banner inside the heart of Woodley Recreation area about a new diner going
to the 2600 wedge connected with Connecticut Ave. Upstairs seemed to be Baskin Robins
until only just lately, 
 
downstairs provides been vacant for several years since Mr. Chen’s shifted back to
Cleveland Playground and was Dunkin Donuts before that. ” 
 
Ed. Note: Wow wow, My partner and i didn’t understand the place had been after home to be
able to a Dunkin too. An additional Dunkin around the neighborhood closed back in May well. 
Dunkin’ and Baskin-Robbins announced recently that it is celebrating the starting of it is most
recent Atlanta next-generation eating place located at 881 Peachtree Road NE by providing
attendees a free donut all the time on Thursday, Sept 24. * The new eating place can
continue the festivity a prior weekend not too long ago, September 26 having a 100 % free
medium warm or iced coffee offer all working day. ** 
 
This next-generation eating place, which legally opened about Wednesday, Sept 16, includes
a modern search that provides a new, friendly, vibrant and engaging natural environment for
guests. Exciting factors of the new eating place include things like: 
 

https://heritagetrails.info/


 



Modern Design: This openness, colors and materials used in the style help to create a
approachable, constructive and lively surroundings. 
Superior Pours: Dunkin’s trademark chilly beverages are right now served by means of an
innovative tap method serving 8-10 consistently chilly products such as coffees, iced teas,
cold brew caffeine plus nitro infused cold produce coffee. Crew people will certainly also use
top-quality flavor-maximizing espresso machines to help to make hand-crafted cocktails to
get. 
Increased Energy Efficiency: This new Dunkin’ is really a DD Green Achievement™
restaurant, which usually is designed to spend less 25% more energy in comparison to a
good standard Dunkin’ restaurant. 
The particular 1, 900 square-foot bistro employs about 10 staff members and is open each
day via 6: 00 AM for you to 8: 00 PM. This Dunkin’ also features secure in house seating with
free Wifi. The openness, colors and materials used in the design help to generate the
approachable, positive plus dynamic environment for friends to help enjoy Dunkin’
merchandise. 
 
For example the new Altlanta ga restaurant, Dunkin’ franchisee network Coffee Suc 2
currently owns in addition to operates 11 Dunkin’ locations throughout Georgia. 


